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Acqua Madre 

"Relax Your Body & Mind"

Acqua Madre Hammam is a quaint public bath located in the heart of

Rome. Taking the ancient tradition of hammams and public baths into a

modern age, Acqua Madre has tried to adapt and maintain the same

standard and feel of historical baths. Open mostly for women from 11a, the

hammam welcomes men and children only after 2a. A range of treatments

such as body masks, intricate massages and hair nourishing wraps also

feature.

 +39 06 0 6686 4272  www.acquamadre.it/Acqu

amadre-Hammam-Roma/

 info@acquamadre.it  Via di Sant'Ambrogio 17,

Rome
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Centro Benessere El Spa 

"Indulgence Guaranteed"

Disconnect from the humdrum of the world for a few hours, and get lost in

the ethereal experience on offer. A relaxing massage with a dip in the

hammam also called the Turkish bath will do you wonders, and later, your

tensed up muscles will get massaged into relief by the various massages

on offer. A couple special bath, facial treatments and an exotic Mandi

Lulur treatment will leave your skin soft and glowing, which will not go

unnoticed by the people you meet.

 +39 06 6819 2869  www.elspa.it/en/  mail@elspa.it  Via Plinio 15, Rome
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Hammam Balkis 

"Renewing Hammam!"

Hammam Balkis is a charming place to get a nice, well deserved massage

set in a Turkish ambiance. You will just love the place not just just for its

ambiance but also for its renewing massages. Appointments are required.

You an also celebrate special occasions here. Visit the website for more

details.

 +39 06 855 8831  Via Alessandria 121, Rome
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Templum Salutis 

"Hammam Relaxation"

Hammam Templum Salutis is a luxurious spa which offers the age-old

custom of hammam baths along with a range of specialty hammam

treatments and holistic massages to induce relaxation. Step right in after a

hard day at work, and get your muscles pressed into relief. Circulatory

massage, De-stressing, Anti-Cellulite, Classic Thai, Thai Oil, Thailandese

Plantar Reflexology, Ayurvedic massage with Steam Bath and Hawaian

Massage are aimed to eliminate the tension from your body muscles.

 +39 06 2440 7153  www.hammamroma.com/  info@hammamroma.com  Via Ciro da Urbino 21, Rome
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